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'I' don't just take photos;
I turn moments into echoes'

'If you're looking for

personal, candid and

timeless photography,

that captures you and

your other half in your

most honest and authentic

light, congratulations,

you've come to the right

place.'

''
''

HOLLY THOMPSON - FLASH FORWARD



I'm Holly Thompson, and I

love LOVE.

Capturing weddings, special

moments and events is

literally what I live for! 

I'm so blessed that I get to

meet and work with couples

just like you for a living, and I

consider every client to be a

friend. 

If you want a relaxed feel on

the day, with friendly

professionalism and candid

documentation; I'm you're

girl! 

As much as I love to get

creative and create that

perfect shot, my forte is

timing those beautiful natural

moments, and telling the love

story of you and your day.
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SHOTGUN PACKAGE

CANDID & CREATIVE.
TIMELESS STORYTELLING
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3 - 4 Hours of Coverage

500 Images

Full file sizes provided

All retouching and editing inc.

Digitals only on USB - £400

Inc. 24 page album - £450



800 Images.

Full file sizes supplied.

All retouching and editing inc.

Complimentary engagement shoot

session.

6 - 7 Hours of coverage.

 

Digital photos on USB- £850

(Inc. 24  Page personalised album -

£900.)

 

Images sent via online gallery within 72

hours of the day. USB within 2 weeks

and album within 6.

HOLLYWOOD PACKAGE
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ALL IN PACKAGE
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All images included, edited, retouched

and supplied to you within 3 days of the

wedding via email gallery.

Images supplied in full file sizes on a usb

within 2 weeks.

Engagement shoot session.

Walkaround  consultation at the venue.

Complete coverage from any time

between 9am and midnight, the choice is

yours.

Fully inclusive  package.

Photography coverage from bridal

preparations to celebratory evening antics.

 

 

For digital only an investment of £1250.

(42 Page personalised album included -

£1300)
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BESPOKE PRICING

Haven't seen the right package yet?

Don't worry; I can give you a free, no obligation

quote if you just let me know the following:

Where are you getting married?

How many guests?

What's your budget?

When are you getting married?

How many hours photography

would you like?

Would you like an album?

Do you require a second shooter?

Anything else I need to know?

Just drop me an email 

(or a Whatsapp/text)

and let me know your answers 

and I will send you a bespoke quote 

within 24 hours.



With *every package, I simply require a £200 deductible

holding deposit

to book and secure your date. 

Once you have confirmed your date with me and paid the 

deposit, your package is booked. 

 

You will then receive booking confirmation and a

remaining balance invoice, as well as your wedding

contract.

 

I then accept the remaining balance any time up until

a week before the wedding.

You have total control and flexibility while you plan the 

rest of your big day! 

To check your date and discuss your day

Contact me on 07495 536020.

PAYMENT OPTIONS

*When booking the Shotgun package, I

require payment in full upon booking. 

WANT TO TALK?

WWW.FLASHFORWARDPHOTOGRAPHY.CO.UK


